An algorithm for angiographic estimation of blood vessel diameter.
This study was carried out in an attempt to develop an objective and robust method for measuring changes in the diameters of small blood vessels from X-ray angiographic images. Recognizing potential problems with edge detection methods applied to cylindrical vessels in which the contrast diminishes as the boundary is approached, we have attempted to utilize the X-ray absorbance data across the entire cross section of the vessel. Then, assuming a cylindrical geometry, the absorbance data are fit to the cylindrical absorbance function by use of nonlinear regression analysis. The method was tested and calibrated using glass tubes filled with various concentrations of contrast medium. The diameters of small pulmonary arteries were estimated by applying the method of angiograms obtained from an isolated dog lung lobe. The structure of the residuals obtained after the fitting procedure was analyzed to test the appropriateness of the model for use with images of vessels. The results suggest that this approach will have utility for systematically quantifying vessel dimensions.